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SYNOPSIS

After a violent argument with her mother, Margaret, 35 years old and with a long history of inflicting
and suffering from violence, is subject to a strict restraining order before her trial: she’s no longer
allowed to make contact with her mother or approach within 100 meters of the family home for 3
months. But this separation only exacerbates her desire to be closer to her family and so she returns
every day to this invisible and impassable frontier.

DIRECTOR – URSULA MEIER

Of Swiss and French nationalities, Ursula Meier studied filmmaking in
Belgium. The success of her short films allowed her to focus on her
own fictions and documentaries. She was then chosen to participate
in the Arte TV film series “Masculin Féminin” and directed “Des
épaules solides” (“Strong Shoulders”) which screened worldwide in
festivals. In 2008, her first feature film “Home” was selected for the
Cannes Critics Week and received numerous awards and
nominations worldwide (including three French César nominations). In
2012, “L’Enfant d’en haut” (“Sister”) received a Silver Bear-Special
Prize at the Berlin Film Festival. It was also nominated for the
Independent Spirit Awards-Best Foreign Film and the actor Kacey
Mottet Klein was nominated at the French César for Best New Male
Actor. The film was awarded, like “Home”, three Quartz at the Swiss
Film Awards, including Best Feature Film, and represented Switzerland
again at the Oscars. In 2014, she took part in the collective film “Les
ponts de Sarajevo” (“Bridges of Sarajevo”) presented out of
competition in the Official Selection at the Cannes Film Festival. In
2018, she directed Berlinale’s Panorama entry “Journal de ma tête”
(“Diary of my mind”), a TV film she made as part of the “Ondes de
choc” (“Shock Waves”) collection, inspired by Swiss news stories. The
same year, she received the Suissimage grant for female directors for
her English language debut project “Quiet Land” produced by
Bandita Films. In 2021, she shot “The Line” starring Stéphanie
Blanchoud, Valeria Bruni Tedeschi, Elli Spagnolo, India Hair, Dali
Benssalah, and Benjamin Biolay. The film is part of Berlinale’s 2022
main competition.



DIRECTOR’S FILMOGRAPHY

2022 La ligne (The Line) – feature film.
2018 Journal de ma tête (Diary of my mind) – television film, Collection “Ondes de chocs” (“Shock

Waves”) RTS-Arte.
2015 Kacey Mottet Klein, naissance d’un acteur » (Kacey Mottet Klein, Birth of an actor) – short

feature.
2014 Les Ponts de Sarajevo (Bridges of Sarajevo), omnibus film that includes the short feature

Tišina Mujo (Quiet Mujo) by Ursula Meier.
2012 L’enfant d’en haut (Sister) – feature film.
2008 Home – feature film.
2002 Des épaules solides (Strong Shoulders) – television film, Arte Collection.
2002 Pas les flics, pas les noirs, pas les blancs (Not the Cops, not the Blacks, not the Whites) –

documentary.
2001 Tous à table (Table Manners) – short film.
2000 Autour de Pinget (About Pinget) – documentary.
1998 Des heures sans sommeil (Sleepless) – short film.
1994 Le songe d’Isaac (Isaac's Dream) – short film.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

The line

Early on in the film we see Margaret being evicted from her home by family members. The removal
of Margaret from her family circle, and the fight preceding it, is a kind of “Big Bang”, generating
waves of violence throughout the film, propelling the story and invoking tension. In most stories, it is
often the meeting of characters that moves the story forward, but in The Line, it is this very distance
between the main character and the rest of her family which creates the dynamics of the story.
Side-lined and banned from her family, Margaret is literally “locked out”. This line, the precise place
that delimits the family home, becomes an obstacle both literally and metaphorically to Margaret,
and subsequently becomes the place of all tensions.

Early on in the process, I drew an imaginary map of the house and its surroundings to help set the
territory and ‘playground’ for the film. I remember needing the same for Home where the few
meters separating the highway from the house walls were decisive and gave the energy to the film.
For Sister there was this verticality with the cable car and its cable tensed between “up and down”
areas.
At first this “line” feels almost immaterial, but when it becomes a figurative line, drawn with paint by
Margaret’s little sister Marion, it becomes a visible and tangible line. Everyday Margaret comes
back to this border, and it is Marion, the “guardian of the line", who must make sure that her sister
does not cross it, even asking her to promise it by swearing before God.
Margaret's powerlessness in the face of this invisible wall only fuels her own violence.

From the genesis of a project, it is essential for me to know its tension, its territory rather than its
geography. Therefore, I started to draw lines and circles around this imaginary house in order to
create forbidden spaces for Margaret. Then the lines I had drawn on the paper, in which I
sometimes lost myself in, contaminated the real space around me and I began to see them
painted on the asphalt in the streets and public places. Social distancing and protective measures
had entered our lives; borders between countries were closing one after the other. I realized how
disturbingly the project resonated with what we were experiencing in the midst of the pandemic.



The set

I had the idea of a Western which would take place in present day Switzerland. That’s why we took
the decision to shoot the film in scope with the DOP Agnès Godard. Preventing Margaret from
getting less than 100 meters from the family home sets up some fascinating cinematic
interrogations. Which focal should we use to illustrate this distance for each scene? There was also
a lot of consideration about what was on and off-screen? What do we see of the family house from
the line and vice versa? In the beginning, we started looking for a very large road in a residential
area – inspired by some Jeff Wall’s photographs – but in the end we chose to look for a house
located in a more open-spaced and less structured area. The new approach made this “line”, this
border, even stranger and absurd because it cut through different kinds of spaces without any
apparent logic: a road, a parking lot, a canal, some fields…

Once the location was set, we had to adapt the script to fit the new dramatic composition. For
instance, having a canal nearby made it possible to strengthen this idea of an impervious border as
the line drawn by Marion sinks in the water for a few meters.

The strength and singularity of the location also stems from it’s disparity. We don’t know exactly
where the action takes place. It’s a strange mix between water and mountains, social housings
and a fishery, close to a shipyard, with trains crossing from time to time. It is precisely at the
crossroads of all these spaces that Margaret’s character is anchored, unable to leave her family
and ex-boyfriend behind.

We filmed at the end of the Leman lake, but we purposely don’t identify it as such; it is not the
Switzerland we expect.

I like to shoot in this region – Sister and Strong Shoulders were both shot not far from there. The area
and the location’s iconography can be surprisingly diverse, both to look at and from a sociological
point of view.

The violence

Margaret fights physically like both a man and a wounded animal. She fights because there is no
other option for her, because she does not have the words, because her body is beyond her.
Hypersensitive, there is no filter between her and the outside world. Each time she finds herself in a
situation that touches or deeply hurts her – so deeply that she can’t find the words – this wild thing
inside her takes over, like a nerve ball bursting out.



Each punch she gives out or receives validates this unrestrained need for love and recognition that
she shuts down because it is too deeply buried in her heart. Margaret grew up with a young and
failing mother. A mother that has always put her needs and loves before her children and who
makes them bear the responsibility for her failing pianist career. Margaret is stuck in a chimeric
childhood because of this puerile, fleeing and guilt-creating mother; she suffers from an
inconsolable bond with her.

Margaret fights mostly against herself and the violence within her which can burst out at any time.
Although never mentioned in the film, as it would reduce the character to a diagnosis, Margaret’s
actions are similar to those who suffer from borderline personality disorder.

The 100-meter circle around the house is a kind of sanitary cordon as if Margaret was in quarantine.
Margaret’s body, acting like a shield between her and the others, slowly cracks and shows her
flaws and wounds. The film changes direction when Margaret learns that her mother has become
half deaf because of her, a permanent mark of her violence. Margaret disappears from the story, a
chance for her to free herself from her toxic relationship with her mother, and surprisingly her
disappearance becomes a real concern for the rest of her family.

Most physically violent characters in films are male. When this violence is portrayed through female
characters, it is generally embodied in the rebellious teenager. In THE LINE, the character losing
control is a 35-year-old woman; she is embodying the Western concept of the lonely cowboy.

The music

Music has an important place in the film; it is the common thread between the characters. It is the
only positive legacy passed onto Margaret by her mother, which she in turn passes onto Marion.
Music helps Margaret compensate for the lack of affection and replaces her inability to speak. It
also reveals an unsuspected side of the character, a talent full of tenderness and fragility. It
contrasts with the violence she’s capable of, that only her ex-boyfriend is able to disarm. He is the
open window to Margaret for the audience. He knows her inside and out and knows that when she
is hurt, she attacks and hits instead of talking. Despite still loving her, living by her side became
impossible and he ended their relationship.
By coming back to his place, Margaret is faced with what she ruined: her untapped musical talent
but also her love for him.

Benjamin Biolay composed a song for the film which reflects the love story between these
characters. A duet they have sung together in the past. On Christmas Eve, they sing a sample of it
together, creating a stolen moment full of melancholy and helplessness.



The make-up

The make-up work was particularly delicate and sensitive. It was a challenge to find the right
balance for Margaret’s appearance; the intensity of the scars and bruises, as well as ensuring their
continuity as they evolved over time. It was extremely important for both the film and the character
that Margaret didn’t look repulsive. Whilst writing the script, we did our first make up session with the
actress, make up designer and costume designer to create the silhouette of Margaret together.
The experience taught us a lot; how to adjust the acting to balance with this already significant
and powerful make-up, and how to hold yourself when faced with the looks of strangers on such a
damaged face. The work laid the foundation of the character and allowed Stéphanie Blanchoud
to gradually begin her work of embodying Margaret.

The actresses

The film was initiated with Stéphanie Blanchoud who is an actress, singer and playwright. We had
already collaborated together on a music video for one of her songs, Décor, in her duo with the
Flemish singer Daan, where she plays a couple fighting in a boxing ring. Stéphanie practices boxing
and has recently written and starred in a one-woman show “Je suis un poids plume" (I am a
featherweight), the story of a young woman who, following a breakup, discovers the sport of
boxing. The relationship to the body, to the violence, to the blows that one gives and also receives,
is a concept she has explored several times.

At first sight, Margaret can be seen as a fragile and delicate person, in opposition to the violent
outbreaks which can erupt from her body. Stéphanie Blanchoud exudes this same sweetness,
which allowed us to go against the stereotype of what can be expected with a violent character

Together we looked for the most accurate embodiment of Margaret to find her singularity. There is
something in her body that was never meant to be quiet, like a constant nervous pressure inside of
her. One of the aims of the film was that we actually love this character despite the extreme
violence that can spring from her.

During the writing process of the film, we had Valeria Bruni Tedeschi in mind for the role of the
mother, a rare and totally unique actress in the landscape of French-speaking cinema. She was the
ideal age for the character: she was a very young mother for Margaret and an older mother for
Marion. This important age gap between her eldest daughter and her youngest already says a lot
about this infantile mother.
The immense talent and finesse of Valeria Bruni Tedeschi's acting reveals all the complexity of this
character without having to resort to overly explanatory dialogue. Her relationship with Marion,
sometimes as a loving mother, and other times as an absent one, is like a mirror of her past
relationship with Margaret when she was a child; it sheds light on Margaret’s nature and helps to
understand better who she is today.

In this sense, as in HOME with Isabelle Huppert or in SISTER with Léa Seydoux, the choice of casting
for the role of the mother is essential. We know almost nothing about these mothers, all failing in
their own way, and we have to trust the cinematic process to make us understand their deep and
complex psychology.

It was fascinating to work with Valeria Bruni Tedeschi, especially her relationship with the piano and
the consequences of her partial hearing loss; the inability to spatialize sounds, tinnitus, dizziness.

Marion has an essential part in the story, she is the one who takes on the role of the mediator
between the characters. I still remember the first time I put my camera in front of Elli Spagnolo. A
rare presence and infinite grace were revealed through the lens. Elli had never acted and yet she
possessed an impressive acting intelligence. She was capable of immense sincerity and depth,
while at times being harsh and brutal.

We spent a lot of time rehearsing with the two actresses and myself before the shooting, Marion
and Margaret's relationship becoming gradually the backbone of the film.



PRODUCTION COMPANIES

BANDITA FILMS (Switzerland)
In 2017, the founding directors of Bande à Part Films (The Paris Opera, The Venerable W.) Lionel
Baier, Jean-Stéphane Bron, Ursula Meier and Frédéric Mermoud and the founding producers of Rita
Productions (My Life as a Zucchini, The Guardians) Pauline Gygax and Max Karli decided to partner
together and create a new Swiss production company named BANDITA FILMS.
This association is the result of a collective reflection - in a context of profound change -aiming to
mutualize talents and resources, elective affinities, and shared ambitions of cinema. Bandita Films
aims to produce feature-length fiction and documentary films internationally.

LES FILMS DE PIERRE (France)
Les Films de Pierre is a French-based production company created in 2007 and currently directed
by Marie-Ange Luciani. Their last works include “BPM (Beats per Minute)” by Robin Campillo,
“Returning to Reims (Fragments)” by Jean-Gabriel Périot and “Arthur Rambo” by Laurent Cantet.
Les Films de Pierre is also producing the next films of Robin Campillo, Justine Triet and Claire Burger.

LES FILMS DU FLEUVE (Belgium)
Les Films du Fleuve is a film production company of Belgian directors and producers Jean-Pierre &
Luc Dardenne. The company was founded in 1994 and which has established itself in the
cinematographic landscape thanks to the Dardenne brothers films, but also by the quality of the
projects and directors it supports - Teodora Ana Mihai, Jacques Audiard, Mohamed Ben Attia, Farid
Bentoumi, Nabil Ben Yadir, Mahmoud Ben Mahmoud, Stijn Coninx, Stéphane Demoustier, Stéphanie
Di Giusto, Eugène Green, Cédric Khan, Ken Loach, Ursula Meier, Cristian Mungiu, Pierre Schoeller,
Amélie Van Elmbt, Rebecca Zlotowski...



CAST

Stéphanie Blanchoud as MARGARET
Credits: Shock Waves: Diary of my Mind, Public Enemy (TV series), The boat race

Valeria Bruni Tedeschi as CHRISTINA
Credits: The Divide, Summer of 85, Only the Animals, The Summer House, Like Crazy, Human Capital,
A Castle in Italy

Elli Spagnolo as MARION – First apparition on screen

India Hair as LOUISE
Credits: Mandibles, Crash Test Aglaé, Staying Vertical

Dali Benssalah as HERVE
Credits: James Bond - No Time to Die, Savages (TV series), The Blaze: Territory (Music clip)

Benjamin Biolay as JULIAN
Credits: France, Appearances, On a Magical Night

Eric Ruf as SERGE
Credits: The Three Musketeers, An Officer and a Spy, My Golden Days

Thomas Wiesel as CLAUDIO
Stand-up actor

Jean François Stévenin as FISHERMAN
Credits : Lost Illusions, In Safe Hands, Sister

Louis Gence as YOURI – First apparition on screen

CREW

Director: Ursula Meier

Scriptwriters: Stéphanie Blanchoud, Ursula Meier, Antoine Jaccoud.

With the collaboration of Robin Campillo & Nathalie Najem

Producers: Pauline Gygax, Max Karli

Co-Producers: Marie-Ange Luciani – Les Films de Pierre
Jean-Pierre & Luc Dardenne, Delphine Tomson – Les Films du Fleuve

Associate producers :

Lionel Baier, Jean-Stéphane Bron, Ursula Meier, Frédéric Mermoud



Director of Photography: Agnès Godard afc

Editor: Nelly Quettier

Casting director : Aurélie Guichard

Sound : Patrick Becker, Etienne Curchod, Valène Leroy, Franco Piscopo

Music: Jean-François Assy, Stéphanie Blanchoud, Benjamin Biolay

Production Designer: Ivan Niclass

Costume Designer: Anna Van Brée

Location Manager : Kevin Chatelain

Hair & makeup artist : Kaatje Van Damme

Production Manager : Nicolas Zen-Ruffinen

Assistant director: Sonia Rossier

Coproduction :

Arte France Cinéma, RTS Radio Télévision Suisse, RTBF (Belgian Television), VOO and Be tv, Bande à
part Films, Rita Productions

Produced with the support of:

ARTE France, Canal +, Ciné +, Swiss Federal Office of Culture (FOC), Cinéforom with the Loterie
Romande, Eurimages, Centre National du Cinéma et de l’Image Animée (CNC), Centre du
Cinéma et de l’Audiovisuel de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, Republic and Canton of Geneva,
the Tax Shelter of the Federal Government of Belgium, Casa Kafka Pictures, Movie Tax Shelter
empowered by Belfius, Suissimage, Succès passage antenne SRG SSR, Stages soutenus par FOCAL
Stage Pool, Fondation Ernst Göhner

French distribution : Diaphana
Swiss distribution : Filmcoopi
Benelux distribution : Cinéart


